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Wed 18 January • Tue 21 February • Tue 20 March

Image adapted from an original by Gustave Doré

EXCUSE ME MATE...
IS THIS THE CULTURAL
OLYMPIAD?
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Crick Crack Club • Soho Storytelling Season No.9
The Crick Crack Club is 25 years old and we fully intend to spend
the whole year celebrating. The Soho seasons continue with
performances of epic, myth and fairytale from world-class
storytellers and some of the UK’s finest new talent. Welcome
to the treasure house of myth, humour and romance.
8pm

Wednesday 18th January

TUUP with Sheema Mukherjee

The King and the Corpse: A king is obliged to carry the corpse of a hanged man
on his back – but the corpse is not dead, it is possessed by a storytelling vampire,
whose enigmatic puzzles threaten to burst the King’s head into a thousand
pieces… The magical storyteller, TUUP, and virtuoso sitar player, Sheema
Mukherjee, both core members the wild world music collective Transglobal
Underground, team up to tell transglobalised versions of these stunning,
2,000 year old tales.

8pm

Tuesday 21st February

Ben Haggarty with Sherry Robinson

Beauty and the Beast and other Lovers of the Rose: Ben Haggarty and musician
Sherry Robinson (cello & hammer dulcimer) make a sortie into the unfathomable
mysteries of the heart to ask ‘do we choose love, or does love choose us?’ This
exploration of the intoxication and brutality of love, lust and betrayal draws
together comedic games in paradise, a broken vow of chastity, a reunion in death,
and culminates in an extraordinary retelling of a seemingly familiar fairytale for
grown-ups, which will creep into your waking dream and haunt you with its
beauty.

Tuesday 20th March

Dominic Kelly

Trickster: Delightful and dangerous, hungry for life and never to be trusted…
On the edge of the road a figure wanders between the sunshine and shadows,
keeping an eye to the main chance, or a way to slip the nets that trap the rest.
Meet the comedian of myth, charlatan, shapeshifter and master of uncertainty, in
this premiere performance - Come and journey on Trickster’s side of the road.
(Trickster is a 3monkeys commission, supported by Arts Council England).
Tickets £8 (£6 concessions)
Box office: 0207 478 0100
Book online:
www.sohotheatre.com
Suitable for adults (Children 14+)
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